




Aye Pickled is a family business based in Edinburgh. We’ve always had a passion for pickled and 

fermented foods – the tang, crunch, fizz and the sweet, sharp and sour flavours are all winners for 

us. But for a long time we couldn’t find anything on the local market to satisfy our cravings. So we 

started making our own.

We do everything by hand, using traditional techniques, yet our award-winning range is vibrant, 

bold and innovative.



A contemporary cola with soul. Alba Cola is made with 

quality Scottish water and heather extract, an homage to 

one of Scotland's most iconic flowers. 

Lightly carbonated with a buzz of botanicals, our recipe is 

made with all-natural sugars and is suitable for vegans. 

Whether grabbed on the go, ordered down your local or 

enjoyed at home, it's a refreshing reimagining of cola as you 

know it. Best served chilled.



We harvest ONLY in December when the fruit is at its optimum for quality, the oil is then bottled unfiltered and 

unadulterated as soon as possible to capture the exceptional taste & aroma of fresh olive oil in the bottle.  

AVLAKI Superb Organic Olive Oils present the true taste of extra virgin olive oil, as is 

understood by the olive oil farmers,  who choose their oil straight from picking the olives.  

AVLAKI fresh organic extra virgin olive oils are also unusual in that the texture is 

extremely light, and the taste delicate, so they are versatile for all kinds of recipes. 



Banana Joe started out in 2013 when founders, Nat and Joe began their journey to become the first to create a real fruit 

crisp that actually tastes like a proper crisp: thin, crispy and savoury as they use the young green banana. 

Banana Joe has achieved not just that, but their unique banana crisps are also, gluten free, vegan, low in sugar and are 

flavoured with all natural ingredients. Cooked with rice bran oil, and oil that that’s high in anti-oxidants and no MSG or 

anything artificial is added to their perfectly hand cooked crisps. 



Bellfield Brewery is a craft brewery with a 

mission: to create great tasting, gluten-

free beer that anyone can drink. Bellfield’s 

founders are coeliac so we’re passionate 

about what we do.

We are the UK’s first dedicated gluten-

free brewery, producing beer in small 

batches, using traditional methods 

combined with non-traditional ingredients. 

Just naturally, great tasting gluten-free 

beer because that’s all we do.



We are a family business started and owned by two 

brothers. Biggar Gin is the result of our small batch 

philosophy; the combination of tradition and innovation 

and a sense of place. Our small batch gin has a Biggar 

Mentality. 

With craft and care we combine and blend ingredients 

that are natural to our unique setting. We use updated 

distilling methods and are constantly refining processes 

and adapting new methods. 

Our ethos is to share knowledge and be open in our 

approach. We want to create relationships with our gin 

drinkers and develop new blends based on constant, 

innovating sampling and honest feedback.



Launched from Aude Dupont Dudley’s kitchen in 2010, these syrups are unique and the world’s only non heat-

treated range of perfect natural and intense syrups. Made only with quality raw material, the syrups have the 

taste of homemade that the mixologists and top chefs require from premium ingredients.

They are 100% natural and suitable for vegan. They are the most natural intense syrups available and helps to 

reduce the sugar intake as they achieve the highest flavour with the minimum quantity.



At Bonnie Sauce Co we focus on combining delicious natural flavours with a tingling heat to create 

a range of hot sauces that can be enjoyed by everyone! 

We use only the finest natural ingredients to create our vegan friendly, gluten free, nut free sauces 

that will compliment and improve any dish! 



Based in Northumberland, Borderfields produce a 

fantastic range of premium cold pressed rapeseed 

oils and infusions, ideal for all sorts of culinary uses. 

Borderfields is definitely better when it comes to 

roasting, frying, baking and drizzling with oils and, 

like our fabulously flavoured infusions, is natural, 

healthy and tasty.



Braw Biltong Co are on a mission to make others as passionate about quality meat products as 

they are by showcasing the taste and health benefits, not to mention versatility, of quality meat 

snacks - Biltong in particular. 

Braw don't just want to compete with generic lowest common denominator products, we want to 

create a whole new "craft meat product" market.



Calder's Kitchen was formed by husband 

and wife team Andrew and Anne-Marie 

Calder in 2015. We started making Piccalilli 

in our family kitchen after discovering 

Andrew's late Granddad, Charlie's favourite 

family recipe and deciding to 'give it a go'.

After quickly realising our classic, traditional 

condiment was vastly different from modern 

day mainstream piccalilli we developed our 

Chillililli (piccalilli with  a sweet chilli glow) 

and deliciously Indian spiced Sillylilli.

All of our products are Vegan friendly.



Producers of authentic sauces, marinades and curry pastes, The 

Coconut Kitchen was born out of a desire to bring an authentic 

Thai taste to the UK. Creating delicious Thai meals has never been 

so easy.

The range has been created by head chef, Preechaya Phetprasert

who trained as a chef in her native home of Thailand before 

moving to the UK. She teamed up with budding entrepreneur, Paul 

Withington, who has a similar love of food and the two realised

their joint dream and opened their first Thai restaurant, The 

Coconut Kitchen.

In 2018, the team decided to focus their energies on creating 

products to help everyone in the UK prepare delicious Thai food at 

home and so closed the doors to the restaurant for the last time.

With seven Great Taste Awards already under their belt and many 

exciting new product launches on the way, The Coconut Kitchen is 

inspiring families throughout the UK and beyond to bring the taste 

of Thailand into their homes.



Premium, organic, Fairtrade Certified 

range of chocolate bars made in 

Switzerand.

AWARD WINNING

Our range has received 29 Gold Great 

Taste Awards, one Silver Award and one 

Bronze Award from Academy of 

Chocolate.

ORGANIC WITH NO COMPROMISE

We use only the best cacao and other 

premium ingredients available to 

produce an organic chocolate of the 

finest quality.

Organic produce can be traced from the 

farm to the fork with every process 

obtaining a certificate of conformity. This 

enables full traceability.

ETHICALLY SOURCED

Our cacao, cane sugar, coffee and 

vanilla are sourced from Fairtrade 

certified cooperatives.



The Drinks Bakery creates delicious savoury biscuits that have been expertly 

flavour profiled to match great drinks like craft beer, fine wines, whisky and of 

course gin. 

The range of Drinks Biscuits are made using extra special ingredients and are 

a more thoughtful and premium alternative to the usual crisps and nuts. 

The Drinks Bakery is the first drinks-dedicated bakery in the world and has 

created a new category in the global snack world: flavour profiled savoury 

biscuits for alcoholic drinks.



DBOOST DRINKS is a UK company passionate about sharing the benefits of Vitamin D. Enjoy a splash of sunshine with 

our light, delicious healthy milk drinks packed with summer or berry fruits for a fun taste and enriched with Vitamin D.

Ambient drinks available in a convenient size with 100% daily requirement of Vitamin D per serving.



Our Gin, Your Gin, A'Body's Gin! Small batch, 

artisanal gins using unique, interesting and truly 

flavoursome recipes. We've drawn on the 

Dundee and surrounding area's heritage and 

fame to produce some truly different gins.



ELJ Drinks Ltd is based in Uddingston - we produce 

Ellis Gin (currently in two flavours and colours -

Scottish Bramble and Butterfly Pea).

Ellis Gin is also used in our range of Ready to Drink 

Gin Cocktails - Gin&Mix - they are currently available 

in two flavours -

Cinchona - quinine, lemongrass and lemons and 

Citrus - Orange, Grapefruit and Lemons.



Epronto is part of an Authentic Italian catering business based in Glasgow. At the heart of the business there are Franco and 

Francesca, two energetic parents that brought their large family composed by 5 children to Scotland and fell in love with this 

beautiful country.

The base idea for EPRONTO’s Ragú is to produce healthy, homemade quality products in order to promote a healthy and 

nutritious lifestyle for everybody. Epronto has been designed and produced to help people in their everyday’s endeavour by 

making lunch/dinner time easier, faster and healthier.



Erin Grove Preserves are a small artisan producer of a range of preserves, 

chutneys, marmalades and cheese accompaniments based in the beautiful 

County Fermanagh lakelands in Northern Ireland. 

All of our products are handmade in 

small batches in the traditional way 

and using only the best ingredients 

to produce a range of products that 

are simply bursting with colour and 

flavour!  

We are delighted to have won 12 

Great Taste Awards, 2 Gold Irish 

Food Awards and Best Artisan 

Preserves Producer in NI 2017 & 

2018 at the SME Business Awards! 



EUZOEA derives from the ancient Greek words, ‘Eu’ (good) and, ‘Zoea’ (life) and it stands for a deeper sense 

of happiness and “well-being”. We sell Premium Quality food products from the Island of Crete, in Greece. 

Our Products include Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Natural Raw Honey and a Range 

of Balsamic Vinegar.



Love fruit?... Who doesn't? But sometimes 

life gets in the way – climbing mountains, 

long working days, rushed lunches and 

running for buses – means eating fresh 

fruit isn’t always an option.

You don't always have time to peel a 

pineapple or make up a fruit salad

Here at 5th Season we decided to find a 

new way to help you get your fruit fix by 

capturing all the goodness of the finest 

sun-ripened fruit in a handy pack you can 

take anywhere.



At the heart of our recipe is Beetroot. We have an ever growing range of products being created. Take a 

look at our products to see nutritional information and inspiration on how you can use our sauces to boost 

your own meals. Using only the finest ingredients and cooking methods, our Ketchups are 100% natural, 

certified Gluten Free, suitable for vegans and Vegetarian Society approved – meaning everyone can enjoy 

them.



Forth Coffee Roasters are an independent coffee roasters based in Edinburgh. We are passionate about the quality 

and freshness of our coffee. We sell a range of Single Origin and carefully blended coffees, sourced from all over 

the world and roasted in Edinburgh.



Genius Brewing launched in 2018 with a 

mission: to make responsible drinking a 

pleasure, not a compromise.

Based in Glasgow, we partner with Marston's to brew 

our Gen!us Craft Lager to ensure consistent quality and 

scale. The company is led by co-founders Charlie Craig, 

who spent nine years at Fyne Ales, and Jason Clarke, a 

former soldier and award-winning filmmaker.



At Good Fat, we’re on a mission to put fat back on the table one jar at a time. In fact, our mayo is 

packed with it – monounsaturated good fat of course – from a signature blend of avocado and hi-

oleic sunflower oil. 

We use tonnes of free-range egg yolk to produce an incredibly rich and creamy mayo that’s more 

akin to traditional homemade mayonnaise. And finally, we don’t add tonnes of sugar. We prefer our 

condiments without the carbs!



We are a young Yorkshire brand on a mission to rethink our favourite snacks and create a 

new generation of mindful snack-food choices. All our wholesome, nutritious and delicious 

products are organic, vegan, naturally gluten-free, refined sugar and refined oil-free, high 

in fibre and all natural. Most of our ingredients are regarded as superfoods!



Hawkhead Whisky Smoked is an award winning smokehouse that smokes cashews, salts and 

sugar over whisky barrel oak sourced from Scottish Distilleries.

The smoking wood starts its journey in America as bourbon casks before shipping to Scotland to 

age whisky. When the barrels age out, they break down the staves and burn them in their 

smokehouse



At the Highland Boundary on-farm distillery in Alyth, 

Perthshire, Scotland we produce Scandanavian-

style Wild Scottish Spirits made with 100% hand-

picked Scottish botanicals and Perthshire spring 

water. 

We capture the unique flavours of Scotland, distilling 

them in to wild-inspired natural spirits with new and 

remarkable flavours. We are committed to 

sustainable collecting, minimum environmental 

impact and zero-plastic packaging.



Nerabus Islay Gin is a family owned business based on the Isle of Islay in 

the Scottish Hebrides. In addition to 9 core botanicals, the Nerabus Gin is 

infused with wild Islay Heather that is picked on the island. 

The Gin has 100 % Islay water and is bottled on the island. It is a sweet, 

delicate and slightly earthy Gin - delicious!



Isle of Skye Sea Salt Co is the only commercial sea salt producer 

in Scotland The company ethos is to produce the highest quality 

sea salt in as environmentally benign a way as possible, 

respecting the natural environment and using natural/ low energy 

solutions wherever possible. 

Our production method, a single stage solar evaporation process, 

is unique in the UK and we produce the only raw, unrefined sea 

salt on the market in the UK. 



Jenier World of Teas is an established UK Tea brand based in Scotland. As a family owned, wholesale only

company, we manufacture and supply over 280 teas and infusions to the food service sector and retail distributors. 

Jenier supply only premium teas in various formats; loose leaf, pyramid teabags, classic teabags and

individually wrapped teabags. We have developed nitrogen flushed vacuum packaging to keep our premium 

products fresh and provide a long shelf life. 



The Jerk house “The real taste of Jamaica”

Jerking is a traditional method of marinating meat, fish

and poultry.

With its hand picked exotic blend of Jamaican herbs and

spices, the Jerk House has created a range of sauces

and seasonings that are the true authentic taste of

Jamaica.



ingredients.
We source the best speciality grade, single origin coffee

and brew over 12 hours to create a bold, well rounded Cold

Brew Coffee. We blend with our simple oat milk recipe

using no added sugars, stabiliser or artificial ingredients.

Iced Coffee. Reinvented.



Cook with sass with our fun range of culinary alcohols to spruce up virtually any dish. Be it sweet or savoury, cook 

up a storm with our five perfectly portioned spirits and fortified wines, adding delicious flavours, colours and 

textures to your food.

Just A Splash Brandy, Port, Rum, Sherry and Marsala are the only ones of their kind, as they come in very handy 

recipe-sized 100ml pouring pouches which means no more fussing with unnecessarily expensive large bottles of 

booze that take up cupboard space and ultimately never get used.

Just A Splash are small and easy to store, greatly reduce waste and are as cheap and cheery as a packet of 

parsley!



The Start-Up Drinks Lab is a platform for innovation for small 

batch drinks companies. 

Launched in Port Glasgow 2018 to offer contract manufacturing for 

small producers, The Drinks Lab have also launched a number of

own brand products each with Scottish provenance and their own 

personality.

Just The Tonic is a no-nonsense Scottish tonic water that allows 

the gin to sing. 

Made with no eccentric chemicals or foraged botanicals and not 

asking to be paired with obscure garnishes, Just The Tonic is 

clean and crisp to showcase the flavours of the gin. 

Proudly made in small batches in Scotland.



Our business is grounded in Matcha - a green tea powder that has been used for centuries for its energising properties. 

By combining this with other natural ingredients, Kineta has developed a range of high quality nutritious products. These work 

in harmony with the body for a better energy. In other words, we can offer you organic alternatives to the chemically fuelled

energy drinks and snacks that are currently available.



Our Kombucha is craft brewed in Yorkshire, using a combined experience of 25 years in the brewing industry. Complex fruity and dry 

flavours abound in this no-alcoholic alternative soft drink.

Fizzy refreshing and noted for its health benefit, our kombucha is made by combining Rainforest Alliance Green Tea with Fairtrade 

sugar and fermented with bacteria and yeast. The result is a lightly sparkling, slightly sweet, delicious soft drink.



Beinn an Tuirc Distillery proudly presents Kintyre Gin, a beautifully 

blended spirit using carefully selected botanicals which reflect our 

unique coastal, pasture and woodland position on the east coast of the 

Kintyre peninsula.

Kintyre Gin is sustainably produced using our very own renewable 

energy, powered from the small hydro-electric scheme at Torrisdale

Castle Estate. Our water is sourced from the hill from which we take 

our name. ‘Beinn an Tuirc’ translates from gaelic as ‘The Hill of the 

Wild Boar’ and is the highest point in Kintyre, located above our 

distillery building.



Kolibri, the only alcohol-free drinks range tailored to your taste. The drinks contain light sparkling, botanical 

infusions that are completely sugar free until you choose to enhance the flavours by adding the delicious 

blend of golden agave from the cap.



Mackintosh Gin is a family run gin producer based just 

outside Dundee. Our premium gin is distilled in the London 

Dry method in a 200litre modular still in small batches of less 

than 300 bottles at a time. 

We distill, bottle, label and package on site in Arbroath. 

Juniper led it is complimented with specially selected 

botanicals including Mediterranean citrus fruits and locally 

foraged elderflower.



Manfood is a Great Taste award 

winning artisan producer of pickles, 

chutneys, condiments and gifts. 

Our range is diverse, packed full of 

flavour, chunky and funky. We offer 

products that are great with 

cheese, raised pies and on the 

barbecue.



MaRobert's is an exciting and one of a kind brand based in Edinburgh. We 

initially specialised only in sauces for cooking, dipping and spreading which 

bring 'The Taste of Tanzania' to your table.

MaRobert's was founded in 2014 by Maggie Mazoleka, who came to live in Scotland over 26 years ago from 

Tanzania/East Africa. We bring exciting and unique flavours of Tanzanian Sauce and Cuisine to the food market in 

Scotland. 



Marquise London is a producer of high quality

chocolate hazelnut dip. Our passion is for food 

and with our commitment to excellence our 

own brands are crafted for everyday 

indulgence. 

We only use the finest ingredients blended 

with the care and attention to detail is evident 

in the exquisite taste of our products.



McLean’s Gin

Established in 2017 from the 

cupboard of a south-Glasgow 

tenement flat, McLean's Gin 

were once known as 

"Scotland's Smallest Gin 

Producer". 

McLean's now offer a range 

of quirky, colourful and 

intriguing gins; hand-crafted 

from start to finish and in 

batches of no more than 50L 

from their new, purpose-built 

"Gin Lab" on the edge of the 

charming market town of 

Strathaven, South 

Lanarkshire.



Middle Way makes naturally brewed soft drinks by 

blending refreshing water kefir with pure fruit juices. 

Our drinks are naturally lower in sugar and do not 

contain sweeteners or preservatives. We make our 

drinks near the tranquil shores of Loch Lomond, 

Scotland.



Mortimer Chocolate is a family-run, award winning UK chocolate producer, specialising in hot chocolates, drinking 

chocolates, chocolate and cocoa raw materials. With a focus on always delivering great flavour! Importing cacao 

from around the world to make the very best chocolates. Free from dairy, gluten, nuts and soya.



Nix & Kix are a multi-award winning soft drink with a difference. We produce a range of lightly sparkling adult soft drinks, 

infused with a hint of cayenne for a natural pick-me-up. We are a small London based company on a big mission to 

remove the stigma and boredom that surrounds soft drinks.

Our combination of innovative flavours such as Mango & Ginger, Cucumber & Mint and Blood Orange & Turmeric mean 

that our drinks don't only taste good but do good too. Cayenne chilli is known for it's metabolism boosting, energy and 

endorphin releasing properties and means we have no added sugar, are naturally low in calories and vegan friendly.





Nudie snacks is a brand dedicated to improving snack choices, designing nutritional, Free from, Plant based sustainable, on the go 

snack solutions, that are high in Fibre, protein and packed full of flavour. 

Our plethora of healthy snacks are designed with government health initiatives in mind and catering to an ever increasing demand for 

fuller for longer snacking options in the everyday healthy snacking and free from categories.



As the true pioneers of 

interesting food, Olives Et 

Al travels the world to 

create, source and supply 

genuine, natural and 

original stuff free of 

unnecessary chemicals.

We’ve everything from 

snacks to sauces, larder 

staples and ingredients, 

plus olives (naturally).

After 26 years we're still 

as original, engaging and 

authentic as ever. Always 

happy to chat so pick up 

the phone and call us for 

more details, product info, 

recipes or just to be 
inspired.



It seems like a long time ago that I was mixing olives in my parents’ kitchen and getting an earful for staining the 

wooden floors. But, I can finally introduce you all to the product that is going to revolutionize the olive market. 

Our promise - never to pasteurize our olives, to make sure that every pouch oozes freshness and that you can also 

be introduced to the wondrous olive world (because everyone comes round to it eventually!) - Olly



Ooft! are award winning hot sauces aged like fine wine. Our 

commitment is that every pepper in our sauce is hand checked 

and chopped. 

All our production is by hand and we age from 1-3 years just 

like wine. Famous chef Mark Hix uses Ooft! In his restaurant 

Hixter.



The Paisley Drinks Company 

produces high quality craft soda, 

using the best natural 

ingredients and real fruit 

flavours. 

Inspired by craft beer and gin, 

while longing for good old 

fashioned soda, they have 

created a unique range of 

products as a delicious and 

healthier alternative to the 

sugary and artificially 

sweetened fizzy drinks of the 

big brands.



At Primrose’s Kitchen, we lovingly create wholesome superfood that nurtures the soul and respects the planet. 

We only use the purest organic ingredients that will never pollute your body or our world – gently air dried to 

protect nutrients naturally. 

Our quirky fruit and veg combinations are sourced locally to our Dorset Kitchen, from British Farmers where 

possible. And we bundle it all up in 100% plastic-free home-made compostable packaging, so that we only 

leave nourished smiles behind.



Purely is on a mission to bring the world’s food closer. After visiting a number of banana plantations on a 

business trip to Ecuador the founders decided to reinvent standard Plantain Chips and take them into the 

premium market with innovative and great tasting flavours.  

Part of the Banana family, Plaintains are naturally healthy and not only do our chips taste delicious they are lower 

in fat than handcooked crisps. 

Purely, plantain chips are now availble in the UK!



The source of Radnor Hills lies in the old county of Radnorshire in Mid Wales. In this very under 

populated area, the water is able to filter naturally through layers of rock to achieve its exceptional taste 

and purity. As you enjoy our products you will be consuming one of the natural wonders of Mid Wales.

Infusions is crafted in the ancient county of Radnorshire using our own Spring Water with a gentle 

sparkle, delicately infused with all-natural flavours and extracts.



Rooted was established in 2016 with the aim of introducing healthy eastern snack 

foods to a global audience. The Lotus flower is a floating water lily native to Eastern 

Asia and has been cultivated for thousands of years in India, China and Japan. They 

are harvested in wetlands and no fertilizers or pesticides are used; making the seeds 

naturally Organic. The seeds are then popped, roasted and flavoured.



Here at Screaming Chimp HQ, we think it is 

important to supply the best product possible, so we 

only use the best produce for the job. Mr and Mrs 

Chimp make small batches from our kitchen at home, 

which brings us immense joy.

We have always had a passion for cooking, so when 

an old friend kindly gave me some of his chilli 

seedlings, which grew big and produced lots of 

chillies, we knew what we had to do.

Using home grown chillies and as many locally 

sourced ingredients as possible, we set about 

developing our sauces into the mouth tingling range 

we have today.



Strathearn Cider Company is a wee Scottish 

company, based in rural Perthshire. 

Inspired by family pet Ozzy, our Scruffy Dog 

Cider is made from apples gathered from 

local community, farm and private orchards, 

and blended with cider apples from 

Herefordshire.



At Shetland Deli we make by hand a range of award-winning chutneys and relishes. We are proudly part 

of the COPE Ltd which is a well-established and successful social enterprise, based in Shetland, providing 

employment and skill development for adults with learning disabilities.

The Shetland Deli range is highly acclaimed. Muckle Flugga Piccalilli was awarded second prize in 

Scotland’s Speciality Food Show’s Best Product Awards and Valhalla Ale Chutney won a Great Taste 

Award.

High quality products made by an amazing team is what we are all about.



Saxa Vord Distillery is 

the UK's most northern 

distillery, on Unst, 

Shetland.  Owned by 

two couples with a 

passion to produce the 

finest of products, the 

distillery has been 

operational since 

October 2014.  

All our award winning 

gin is produced in 

Shetland using locally 

sourced botanicals, and 

capture attention with 

our iconic coloured 

bottles and map 

capsule. 



Silver Swift is a range of internationally 

award-winning premixed botanical craft 

spritzers at 5% abv. Our 100% natural 

spritzers use premium British gin or 5x 

distilled award-winning British vodka, and the 

finest natural ingredients.

Our vegan-friendly spritzers are free from 

gluten, refined sugar, all artificial ingredients, 

and each bottle is under 100 calories. 



Simplyseedz’s porridge is not only refined sugar free, but all recipes, including the instant porridge pots are dairy free – meaning they are

suitable for vegans and those on a lactose/dairy free diet.

Breakfasts on the go just became more convenient and now cater for a larger number of people. Our diary free recipes 

extend to the large porridge cartons, which when cooked with water, milk or milk alternatives are a healthy and delicious 

breakfast. 

Simplyseedz began in Cathryn's kitchen in Worcestershire following redundancy as a project while seeking employment. 

The business continues to grow and needless to say, the project is now full time work!



So what is a Soffle?

All goodness you will be pleased to hear! 

Firstly Soffles hate the thought of using the deep fat fryer, so each 

pitta chip is oven roasted to achieve the perfect unique crunch. 

Before they head to the heat they are given a good dose of natural 

ingredients, followed by a shakedown of olive oil and sea salt.



The Start-Up Drinks Lab is a platform for 

innovation for small batch drinks companies. 

Launched in September 2018 and crafted in 

small batches, Sparklingly Sober is the perfect 

non-alcoholic alternative to Rosé wine and 

ensures sobriety is certainly not dull!

With a touch of sparkle, it’s made using Scottish 

water, rhubarb, elderflower and a hint of ginger 

spice. Best served in a balloon glass over plenty 

of ice. 

Proudly made in Scotland. 



AUTHENTIC CURRY KITS MADE SIMPLE
This culinary journey goes back to 1981 when our father Omee aka 'The 
Chief Taster' and a pioneer in the curry industry launched the first 
readymade frozen chapatti. His vision to create inspiring Indian food was 
legendary. Today our mum is 'The Chief Taster', helping us find the old 
footsteps to follow...

The Chief Is Back!
After many years of his famous recipes gathering dust, we have finally 
brought them back to be enjoyed exactly the way The Chief 
envisaged 'With True Authenticity'

To make our delicious Indian Food, simply add everyday ingredients in 
your fridge or larder. We have made the process as simple as possible with 
step by step instructions inside our packaging card which allows even a 
novice cook to create amazing tasting food.

If you are looking for curry products that are simple to cook yet not just 
pouring a jar, then our ‘Moreishly Good Cooking‘ kits are a godsend!



Succulento ketchups and sauces are inspired by the rich and exciting flavours of our Nigerian 

home cooking. They are made from 100% plants with natural preservatives. 

No GMO, no nuts, no thickeners, no sweeteners or artificial colouring. They present a good 

source of fibre and a blast of vitamins. We are delighted you have joined our journey to make 

taste a whole lot tastier.



Our multi-award winning brewery is located on the northwesterly tip of Orkney's mainland, a wind battered 

area known as Swannay. Brewing in a rustic former farmstead we're in a unique location: showered in spray 

from the cliffs battered by the North Sea in the winter yet surrounded by fertile farmland in the summer. 

It is in this harsh, but always beautiful environment that our founder, Rob Hill, and his small dedicated team, 

take inspiration from and encapsulate the spirit of Orkney in our beers.



Inspired by a desire to create a natural alternative to 

alcoholic options, Tame & Wild was designed to be 

enjoyed at the same occasions. It is light, 

sophisticated and simply English berries and 

botanicals with sparkling water, but like fine wine or 

gin the craft is not in the ingredients, but in how 

they’re brought together.



Thomas Tipple is a premium pre-mixed cocktail in a beautifully designed 

250ml can(5% ABV). We offer unique recipes using only naturally sourced 

ingredients in a convenient format. 



TwelveBelow is the UK’s first all natural genuinely low 

sugar tonic, sweetened with a dash of organic agave, 

12 calories per 100ml serving and 100% natural. 

Our range of great tasting flavours complement and 

enhance your spirit to deliver an elevated drinking 

experience. We are aiming to shake up the tonic and 

soft drinks industry and will always create naturally 

low sugar drinks.



A Fruity Idea Made Super!  It all began 

when Viveca lived in Australia. As a 

mother of 3 children, she found herself 

struggling to feed her kids their daily 

fruit and vegetables. With a background 

in the food and service industry, Viveca

came up with a tasty range of fresh 

juices and smoothies full of fruits and 

vegetables.

As Viveca already was self-employed in 

the fruit industry, it was a natural step 

for her to start making and selling 

smoothies. Viveca then got the idea to 

add superfoods to bring in even more 

nutrients. In 2013, the product was 

launched in Australia and it became a 

hit! Now our smoothies have begun 

their journey to other parts of the world.



Doctor Seaweed's Weed & Wonderful is a healthy, tasty 

and easy way to benefit from seaweeds many amazing 

properties. With our dedicated seaweed production in 

the pristine Scottish Outer Hebrides, 

Doctor Seaweed works from sea to store to ensure the 

highest quality, sustainable Scottish seaweed is used in 

our organic, vegan and Kosher certified products.  

Because seaweed isn’t weird, its wonderful!



Our selection of coffees are carefully hand roasted to traditional methods locally in Scotland and available in beans or 
ground. Its packaged as soon as it is roasted ensuring maximum freshness. 

Inspired by the range of MacMillan tartans we’ve carefully selected three individual and distinctive blends, each for their 
unique character and flavour. The MacMillan tartan has its own rich history and is the family tartan of the Wild 

Highlands family.



Family Business - British Made - Multi Great Taste Award Winners. 

Delicious fruit vinegars and more to delight your tastebuds and transform your cooking -

The Womersley brand was launched by Martin and Aline Parsons from their home, Womersley Hall, Yorkshire in 1979, using 

home grown specialist herbs and fruits as the key ingredients. Since 2009, it has been run by their son Rupert and his wife, who

share his parent's botanical enthusiasm, from their home in Chipping Norton in the Cotswolds.

Their delicious fruit vinegars are popular with home cooks and chefs alike, as they are very versatile. You can use them to 

improve the flavour of your food, to preserve your food, fill in for missing ingredients and much more - no kitchen cupboard should 

be without them.



Located on the Norfolk Broads, Yare Valley Oils are growers and producers of a high quality Extra Virgin Cold-

Pressed British rapeseed oil. This delicate and flavoursome oil is used a foundation for everything else we 

produce including delicious infused oils, natural dressings, sauces and even lip balms. 

We offer vegan suitable, dairy free and gluten free options and are Red Tractor approved as well as Great 

Taste Award winning. 



Zepice, the unique & new Mauritian experience. 

We believe in tradition, keeping everything natural & enhancing your experience using our heritage, knowledge & love of fine 

food. We have an array of speciality pure blends, from our Award Winning oak smoked blend to our speciality seafood blend. One 

curry blend does not do all is what we have always been taught & have therefore specially formulated each of our blends to 

ensure full impact of flavour for various proteins. Our smoked Mazavaroo pastes are extremely versatile from condiment 

enhancing to BBQ basting, Garlic Pickle & Compote which are traditional, Natural & again full of flavour.

Tantalise those taste buds & be open to the new Exotic Mauritian experience from husband & Wife team at Zepice. 



Woodstar is a skillfully crafted blend of berries, botanicals and

cocoa. Light, artfully balanced, with a surprisingly complex depth of

flavour, it’s a wine to be sipped and savoured.

Growing wild in the Amazonian forest and naturally high in anti-

oxidants, our açai berries are carefully harvested and skilfully

macerated in alcohol for twelve weeks to release all of their colour

and flavour.

A delicious drink that’s just 1% ABV.


